
Master Seminar OC - Part of the Masterarbeit CHE 420 in 
Organic Chemistry 

 
The "Masterarbeit" (CHE 420) includes a scientific research project that lasts 9 months 
and is awarded 45 KP. Apart from the practical work, the award of the 45 KP also requires 
submission of a written scientific report (MSc thesis), a lecture presented to the Institute 
describing the results of the project, and participation in the Masters-Seminar (see 
Studienordnung der MNF, Teil Chemie, s.33-34). Upon fulfillment of these conditions the 
module coordinator will credit the 45KP to the student's MSc record. A student may enter 
(and finish) the Masterarbeit at any time. 
 
Master-Seminar in OC 
The Master seminar in organic chemistry runs the duration of the Master studies and 
includes: 

a. Attendance at the Chemistry Department (IfC) seminars (Tuesday 17.00); 
b. Attendance at seminars/guest lectures at neighboring Departments and 

Institutions (IMLS, BIOC, ETH, EMPA, UniBasel, UniBern, etc…) and/or 
research presentations within the IfC research groups; 

c. Monthly cumulative exams (CUMEs) - see below. 
 
Seminars and CUMEs give students the opportunity to obtain new insights into topics in 
current organic chemistry research.  
 
Teaching goals (Lernziele): 
Broaden knowledge and understanding of organic chemistry; Learn how to plan and carry 
out a research project in a topical research area; Learn how to critically analyse published 
literature; Opportunity to improve scientific presentation skills; Learn how to compose 
detailed written reports (thesis). 
 
Language (Sprache): 
English 
 
Controlling (Leistungsüberprüfung): 
– The student's presence in the IfC seminars is mandatory during the OC-Master seminar. 
Students should collect a PI signature to confirm attendance (see point-a above, and 
template A below). 
– The students should visit 12 additional seminars during the duration of the Master studies. 
The topics/seminars will be decided together with the MSc supervisor. Students should 
collect the title, location and signature of their supervisor to confirm attendance (see point-b 
above and template B below). 
– Each MSc student must give one presentation on the topic of the Masterarbeit (typically 
30-45 min) within their host research group seminar program (see above and template B 
below). 
– During the semester, the master students take the written cumulative exams (the Master 
CUMEs), which will take place at 14.00 on the last Friday of each month during the 
semester. A student requires 2.5 CUME points from problems set in the exams. Each CUME 
answer with at least a pass grade will be awarded 0.5-1.0 points. Answers that are graded as 
unsatisfactory will not be awarded points. 
– There is no time limit, or limit to the number of CUME exams a student may attend. 



TEMPLATE A (Control list IfC Seminars) 
IfC Seminar program 

Title and Speaker 

 

PI Signature  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TEMPLATE B (Control list for Additional Seminars) 

Additional seminars visited 

Datum	 Aktivität	 Signature	

	 	
	

	
		 	

	
		 	

	
		 	

	
		 	

	 	
	

	
		 	

	
		 	

	
		 	

	 	
	

	
		 	

	
		 	

 

Seminars ETH: https://www.chab.ethz.ch/news/vortraege_seminare 

Seminars UniBasel: 

https://vorlesungsverzeichnis.unibas.ch/index.cfm?Action=1&LID=129&ID=129&act_int=
1&PeID=2012004 

Seminars BIOC: 

https://www.bioc.uzh.ch/calendar-of-events/ 

Some of the research seminars of research groups in the IfC: 

Gruppe	 Tag/Uhrzeit	 Zimmer	
Zelder	 Di,	13-15	Uhr	 34-F-01	
Bienz	 Mi,	9-11	Uhr	 32-E-06	
Gasser	 Mi,	16-18	Uhr	 34-F-48	
Jessen/Landau	 Do,	8.30-10	Uhr	 11-F-06	
Nevado	 Fr,	8.30-10:30	Uhr	 34-F-01	
Hamm	 Fr,	9-11	Uhr	 13-K-05	
Zerbe	 Fr,	10-12	Uhr	 32-E-06	
Patzke	 Fr,	12-13	Uhr	 34-F-48	
Robinson	 Fr,	12-14	Uhr	 11-F-06	
Linden	 Fr,	14-16	Uhr	 32-E-06	
Koushik	 Fr,	14-17	Uhr	 34-F-48	
others...	 	 	
	 	 	
* Please, contact the PI in advance if you plan to attend their group seminar 


